










































SIMCREATOR DX

SimCreator DX is the next-generation user interface that allows you to create your own rapid and 
advanced scenario authoring, as well as advanced experimental control ability.



Advanced Scenario Generation

SimCreator DX is the latest generation of Realtime Technologies’ scenario authoring and development 
software founded upon SimVista. This new graphical user interface allows researchers to develop scenarios 
with pre-defined configurable behaviors called maneuvers rapidly.   
 
SimCreator DX provides various user permissions to facilitate both development and experimentation 
mode. Using SimCreator DX’s scenario control panel, the researcher can select their experiment and run 
the scenarios
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TRAINING
Training can occur either at Realtime Technologies’ site in Ann Arbor, Michigan, or at the customer 
site within the lower 48 states. Realtime Technologies will provide up to 5 training laptops during the 
training session. For optimal training, the number of trainees should be limited to 3-5 people.  
 
If additional training is desired, it can be purchased at a later date. For example, if there is lab turn-
over with researchers, training may be required for the new research staff. 

3 day training covers the following topics:
• Basic simulator operation and “Quick-Start Guide”
• SimVista database world building
   - Basics and what is needed
   - Best design practices
• SimCreator mechanics 
   - Understanding components
   - Understanding your data
• Altia Design basics within the context of SimCreator
• SimCreator DX scenario generation 
   - Experiments and scenarios
   - Routes and maneuvers
   - Paths and waypoints
   - Using Maneuver Designer and JavaScript



WARRANTY/SUPPORT

The simulators provided by Realtime Technologies will come with a one-year limited hardware 
warranty. This warranty is limited to normal use and does not include expendables such as 
projector bulbs or damage caused by the customer personnel or contractors not associated with 
Realtime. This warranty is provided by the factory and involves free repair or replacement of parts 
when they are shipped to the factory. 

Realtime Technologies provides software support services for all software provided and 
maintained by Realtime Technologies. Products include, but are not limited to, SimCreator, 
SimVehicle, SimVista, SimObserver Pro, SimCreator DX, Maneuver Designer, Data Distillery, 
SimDriver and Core Driving Simulator. 

Software support services are available for purchase after the first year. Included in the software 
support services contract are unlimited email and phone support for software-related issues. 
Phone Support Line: 248.548.4876  available from 8 am to 5 pm Monday-Friday. 
Email Support: support@simcreator.com
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